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Growth shares valuation

The story
so far…
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approaches
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Intrinsic basis

Deal
benchmarks

Historic
financial
information

The story
so far…..

2,000+ SAV
agreements

What should
participants pay?
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Highly geared securities
Overview of different approaches
Not highly geared

Liquidation basis

Estimate value of securities by
reference to the returns the holders
would receive if a liquidation/sale
occurred at the current time

Expected returns
Exit based
methodology
Option pricing
Highly geared

MOU compliant
The MOU is a
concession for
circumstances
where specific
criteria are met
It does not
provide a
valuation
methodology or
comfort in other
situations

100m

Debt (5%)

30m

Third
party

Preferred
equity (6%)

69m

VC

Equity

1m

Price paid = UMV if (inter alia):
1. Price paid by management for
ordinary shares is not less than
the price paid by the VC for its
ordinary shares
2. Where leverage is provided by the
VC in the form of preferred capital,
the coupon is not less than the
coupon on the most expensive
third party debt

0m

10%
90%
VC Management
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Highly geared securities
Exit based methodologies
Step 1

Step 2

Estimate an
earnings growth
rate, the period
until an exit and
an exit multiple

Estimate the
inputs to the
option pricing
model, such as
current EV
(equity value),
volatility and the
period until an
exit

Calculate the
EV (equity
value) on an
exit

Option pricing
model will
estimate a
range of EVs
(equity values)
on an exit

Step 3

Allocate the
estimated
future proceeds
to each claim
on the EV

Step 4

Discount the
potential
proceeds using
a risk adjusted
discount rate
Discount at
risk-free rate
and take the
average of all
simulations

Step 5

Apply a
discount to
reflect the
lack of
marketability
and control

Value

AICPA (Probability-Weighted Expected Returns Method):
“Sophisticated applications of the method may apply a probability distribution to the expected
enterprise value, which is measured in terms of future net cashflows.”
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Highly geared securities
Forecast financial information

Published information
plus ‘reasonably
required’

Case law
Re Lynall
Yorkshire Switchgear

Information
standards

Evaluate preparation
Context, context, context
Top down or bottom up?
Track record

Forecast financial
information

Explore underlying
assumptions
What is driving growth?
Comparator metrics
Sector expectations
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Highly geared securities
Low/ zero valuations

SAV

Difficult to see no value in an incentives context
How low can you go?
Discounts:
• Time value of money (risk adjusted)
• DLOM
What are you hoping to deliver?
Expectation is that HMRC will seek to reconcile
acquisition price with eventual return
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Highly geared securities
Impact of discount

1. Estimate exit
equity value
10%
120m

Equity threshold
100m

2m

2. Allocate
proceeds to
different
share classes

80m

Equity
3. Calculate
NPV

Equity

Risk adjusted rate

Growth Shares get
10% above equity
threshold

Day 1

4. DLOM
UMV

Period until exit: 5 years
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Where now…?

Exit based

PAYE:

is the norm

best estimate

- What does ‘best’ mean?
- Information standards

Shift in instruction
re penalty behaviour

Eventual return

vs

Day 1 value
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